
Infrastructure Investments & Displacement Mitigation

Problem Frame:
CapMetro’s Project Connect calls for long needed
investment in transit infrastructure throughout Austin.
Transit investments have the potential to lower
transportation costs for residents by offering a viable
alternative to car travel. The full community benefit of transit
infrastructure investments cannot be realized without
considering the potential displacement effects for lower
income residents. For community members to receive a net
benefit from transit investments, they must have other costs
like housing, child care, and food remain constant or
decrease.

Magnitude of the Problem:
Each neighborhood in proximity to a transit investment stands at risk of
experiencing a net negative resulting in displacement. The research on
transit investments shows that transit investments are complicated by
increases to rent ranging from 42 to 150%, property value of up to 90%
(with associated homeowner tax burden increases), and rises in food and
childcare costs. Along each transit line, cost burdened renters and
homeowners are vulnerable to displacement. Businesses that cater to
low-income customers risk being replaced, threatening access to cost
accessible basic needs and services for residents within their
neighborhoods, and the loss of culturally relevant spaces and places for residents.
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Displacement Mitigation Strategy for Transit
Investments
A strategy for displacement mitigation around transit investments must
take into account neighborhood nuance, timing,  and the leverage of any
intervention (program, service, or investment) to effectively mitigate
displacement. These three elements make up a framework that can be
used to evaluate the field of wide ranging interventions, ongoing or new,
that include anything from job training programs, grant programs for
tenant organizing, or affordable multi-family development.

In order to match potential interventions to neighborhoods, we must
understand whether interventions are preventative or responsive (timing) in
nature, and what level of leverage each intervention brings to the table.
Leverage can be assessed by an intervention’s score across various types of
factors: those that contribute to its suitability to ensure effectiveness to
mitigate displacement, and those that account for operational
considerations.

Once an analysis of timing and leverage is completed,
interventions can be matched to each neighborhood
based on neighborhood specific dynamics.
Interventions could also rise to be a city-wide strategy.
In this way, a package of strategies for the City can
include neighborhood specific and city-wide
interventions calibrated to support maximum
community benefit from transit investments.
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